
Part Of This World

Derdian

A sensation in me
That I feel everyday
Something I can't believe
A dream, a place so far away

Feeling sadness inside
Looking up to the sky
'Cause my life is between
Two truths, I live a lie

Looking deep in my mind and in my soul
I'll find a way
To discover the truth I'm in a black hole
I'll get away, away, someday

And now I know
I didn't born to be part of this world
Is this the reason I'm feeling alone

All the answes about my pain
Revelation's inside my DNA

There are too many things
Working in the wrong way
Something beyond the clouds
But here there's only rain

Feeling sadness inside
Looking up to the sky
'Cause my life is between
Two truths, I live a lie

Looking deep in my mind and in my soul
I'll find a way

To discover the truth I'm in a black hole
I'll get away, away, someday

And now I know
I didn't born to be part of this world
Is this the reason I'm feeling alone
All the answes about my pain
Revelation's inside my DNA

Still I can't believe it
I'm not a human being
So what's this soul I feel
Why, give me a name
I need a meaning
Please hear my cry

And now I know
I won't be part of thiw world anymore
Now is the time to follow my sould
Stop wasting my life in vain
I'll discover who made my DNA

And now I know
I won't be part of thiw world anymore



Now is the time to follow my sould
Stop wasting my life in vain
I'll discover who made my DNA
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